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DESCRIPTION

$ASTRO is a decentralized
token that has a super
deflationary black hole that
hyper-empties the token's
stock.

When you buy $ASTRO, you
become an astronaut and are
part of our community. $ASTRO
was launched without pre-sale
and without people holding a
large part of the tokens.

An initiative with a focus on
being fair to all stakeholders
who believe in the project. A
token economically based on
community actions, together
we will make it happen.

$ASTRO is a decentralized
progressive deflationary token
created for success. $ASTRO's

path is determined by market fluctuations, but the model in which it operates leads
$ASTRO to succeed. $ASTRO was launched on April 4, 2021 and reached the mark of
850 holders on the same day.
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INCENTIVE

$ASTRO is focused on the long
term, with exponential gains for
investors, and to encourage this
movement our contract was
programmed to distribute 1% of
each transaction to everyone
which purchased the token.
The second incentive of this
movement is the philanthropy
involved behind it. Another 1% of
all transactions is going to be
sent to a charity donation pool
wich is going top be donated to a
charity chosen by the community
itself. (pg 7)
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ASTRONOMICS

● Total Supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000;
● 50% burned;
● 10% marketing;
● 1% dev team;
● 1% of each transaction is burned;
● 1% of each transaction goes to investors;
● 1% of each transaction goes to charity donations

(institutions will be chosen by the community)
● Maximum allowed transaction: 5000000000000 Astros

(anti-whale system)
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NOBLE CAUSE

The world is a mess, with many
people needing help daily. Here at
$ASTRO, for each transaction we will
insure 1% and accumulate an
amount to donate to any charity that
the community will choose.
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ROADMAP #01

April
Fair and silent launch, without pre-sales;
Website development;
Social media;
Partnerships with influencers;
CMC and CG application;
Blockfolio application;
UniRocket Bot application;
First donation to a charity;
Surprise challenges with prizes;

May
Development of WhitePaper (in advance);
Second donation to a charity;
Creation of the VIP Club;
LP Farming development;
Audit;
Surprise challenges with prizes;

June
Cover marketing partnerships;
Centralized exchange listing;
NFT development;
Third donation to a charity;
Development of Roadmap # 02;

Illustrated version
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FAMILY
Feel free to join any of our channels, our community is with open arms

to welcome you.

Website:
https://www.astronautastoken.com/

Telegram ENG:
https://t.me/AstronautasTokenENG

Telegram BR:
https://t.me/AstronautasTokenBR

Twitter:
https://twitter.com/AstroToken

Reddit:
https://www.reddit.com/user/AstronautTokenADM
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LOG

04/04/21 - 05:00 pm - Launch of the Token;
04/04/21 - 05:00 pm - Website Launch;
04/04/21 - 05:00 pm - Launch Twitter;
04/04/21 - 05:00 pm - Reddit launch;
04/04/21 - 06:46 pm - Unirocket Bot applied;
04/04/21 - 06:52 pm - Blockfolio applied;
04/04/21 - 07:03 pm - CoinGecko applied;
04/04/21 - 07:38 pm - Icon BSCScan / Social Networks used;
04/04/21 - 08:00 pm - CoinMarketCap applied;
04/04/21 - 10:44 pm - AMA with CryptoTitans scheduled;
05/04/21 - 01:31 am - 800 holders;
05/21/21 - 03:00 pm - Partnership with @ crypt0mummy (Twitter);
05/04/21 - 15:35 pm - 900 holders;
05/04/21 - 15:38 pm - Partnership with @coin_valley (Twitter);
05/21/21 - 16:00 pm - 1000 holders;
05/04/21 - 17:19 pm - Publication of WhitePaper 0.1 (Beta);
05/04/21 - 18:06 pm - Memes Contest;
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